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We’re living in uncertain times, with the continuing war in Ukraine and a weakened situation for human rights around the 
globe as well as in Europe. SVT journalist Elin Jönsson takes us on a train journey from the front line of eastern Ukraine 
to the western border of EU – under increasing threat from Russian rockets – to show us the deep compassion that is 
brought to life in war times. Don’t miss Railway Rescue - Ukrainian Witness of War (p. 4).

In times like these documentary stories such as Ulla & Hamzeh (p. 3), an unlikely love story, are well needed. 
Another programme intended to unite in times of conflict is the SVT studio entertainment format Immigrants for Swedes 
(p. 22), a quiz show about all cultures in Sweden. 

In the applauded documentary Prejudice and Pride (p. 5) we get to explore Swedish queer films from the world’s first gay 
romance (Mauritz Stiller’s Wings) in 1916 to Sweden’s exciting new wave of Scandinavian transgender films. 

We’re also bringing with us our strong young adult drama titles such as One-on-One (p. 14) nominated for both Best Web 
Fiction at Prix Italia 2022 as well as Best Fiction Series at Prix Europa 2022. Also nominated at Prix Europa in the Current 
Affairs category is the documentary The Russian Hitmen, (p. 7) which was also nominated for a Rockie Award at BANFF 
this year – a chilling investigative documentary about Russian hitmen operating in Europe. 

Of course we’ve got something for the juniors as well, the colourful and funny How Can We Help You? (p. 17) - a series 
about the grocery store where anything can happen!, where grown-up David and his 5-year-old colleagues work. 

We look forward in meeting you in Cannes!

Left to right:

Gunilla ”Nilla” Norberg, 
Programme Sales Executive
gunilla.norberg@svt.se

Paulette Rosas-Hott, 
Head of Sales
paulette.rosas-hott@svt.se

Anna Hagnefur,
Marketing & Festival Manager
anna.hagnefur@svt.se

Nadja Glans, 
Technical Manager
nadja.glans@svt.se
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DOCUMENTARY

Original title Ulla & Hamzeh - fyra begravningar och ett bröllop
Genre Documentary, Feel-good, Migration
Duration 58 minutes 
Year of Production 2021
Producer & Director Per Anders Rudelius
Produced by Kultfilm
Available Worldwide broadcast and on demand

A wealthy eighty-year-old woman living in 
Sweden’s southern archipelago falls in love 
with a 37-year-old Palestinian refugee. The 
fear among the people of the community of 
the unexpected and the foreign is apparent, 
and the spanners in the love wheel becomes 
perceptible.

Ulla and her relationship to the 43 years 
younger Palestinian refugee Hamzeh goes 
against many of society’s norms, but never 
had she thought it would frighten so many 
and create such strong opinions on the way 
she’s chosen to live her life after turning 80. 
It was never meant to develop into a love af-
fair, but the ways of our lord are unsearchable, 
says the two. Ulla has been active in various 
religious communities throughout her life, 
and suddenly she is reconsidering her place 
within the church. Since she’s met Hamzeh 
she doesn’t feel welcomed at all.

One day they find out that someone has 
made an anonymous phone call to the 

HD

 ULLA & HAMZEH -  FOUR FUNERALS AND A WEDDING

Migration Agency. The caller has made 
comments on Hamzeh’s character, leaving 
both convinced this is the reason why 
Hamzeh has been denied a resident permit 
and their impediments to marriage has 
been halted for the coming four years. 

Both are left concerned about the 
uncertainty and future – what will it take 
for Hamzeh to stay, and what will happen 
if Ulla dies?
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 DOCUMENTARY

THE BEE EFFECT

Original title Tåget mellan liv och död
Genre Documentary
Duration 25 minutes
Year of Production 2022
Producer & Reporter Elin Jönsson
Photographer Niclas Berglund
Editor Linda Hörnqvist
Produced by SVT
Available Worldwide broadcast and demand

They go to places others are fleeing from 
and the Ukrainian trains has changed their 
timetables. They go to the places where 
they are needed, when they are needed – 
as close to the front line as they can get. 

The conductor Oleh is in charge of the 
carriages with the most vulnerable; sick, old 
and disabled - people who’ve been found 
in shelters and basements after everyone 
else already have fled. SVT journalists Elin 
Jönsson (nominated for European Journalist 
of the Year at Prix Europa 2022) and Niclas 
Berglund board the train and make the 
journey from the front line of eastern Ukraine 
to the western border of EU – under 
increasing threat from Russian rockets. 

These people have not escaped to any shel-
ters or basements, since they were not able 
to make it. They have been captive in their 
houses or apartments, and seen the houses 
collapse around them – until someone has 
thought about their existence. Most are bed-
bound, some so weak they seem like they are 
made out of glass. Some travel with relatives, 
other alone. 

HD

 RAILWAY RESCUE - UKRAINIAN WITNESS OF WAR

In the carriages there are healthcare per-
sonnel trying to ease their pain. And then 
there’s Oleh, a train attendant who have 
been evacuation sick and injured since 
the war began. Day in and day out, week 
after week. For three months. He should be 
exhausted or hardened, or both. But he is 
full of love towards his passengers, making 
them coffee, giving them compliments and 
gently stroking their hair when worried. 
In this documentary we join their journey 
towards safety – and life. 
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 DOCUMENTARY

THE BEE EFFECT

With Andrea Weiss, Levan Akin, Liv Ullman, 
Harriet Andersson, Bruce LaBruce and 
Saga Becker among others. 

The film was screened at Göteborg Film 
Festival (2022) and Outfest: Los Angeles 
Gay & Lesbian Film Festival (2022).

Prejudice and Pride – Swedish Film Queer 
is a rainbow-colored roller-coaster ride 
through a stunning collection of films. 
From Mauritz Stiller’s filming of the world’s 
first gay romance in 1916 to Sweden’s 
exciting new wave of Scandinavian 
transgender films.

The documentary is a dizzying journey 
through Swedish film history seen from 
a queer perspective. The filmmakers have 
thawed films from the Film Archive’s freezer 
and marveled at the depictions of flats, gays 
and transgender people for more than 100 
years. From Mauritz Stiller’s Wings in 1916 
via Bergman and Zetterling to the present 
day, the LGBTQI people finally get their 
rightful place in Swedish film. 

With fresh interviews and music that accom-
panies the films, something that has never 
been seen before is shown. 

HD

 PREJUDICE & PRIDE - SWEDISH FILM QUEER

Original title Fördom och stolthet – en queer filmhistoria
Genre Documentary, Cinema, LGBTQI
Duration 57 minutes
Year of Production 2022
Director & Producer Eva Beling
Editor Patrik Forsell
Produced by Beling Films in cooperation with Shoot & Post
Available Worldwide broadcast and on demand
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 DOCUMENTARY 

THE BEE EFFECT

 LOVE & DIVORCE 

Maud Nycander studies life’s great relation-
ship puzzle in this warm and human documen-
tary about two grown-ups who decides, that 
getting a divorce is the only way to be able to 
continue to love.

At the beginning of the 2000s, Maud Nycander 
(Citizen Schein, Palme, The Nun) made a film 
about the couple Eva and Johan, two young 
people who fell head over heels in love and had 
a child within a year of meeting. As Maud now 
comes back to them, they have been together 
for 25 years, have three more or less grown-up 
children and are in the midst of a separation. 
Through charming flashbacks to the turbulent 
years with small children, shortly after the turn 
of the millennium and swooping down in the 
current relationship in transformation, a unique 
portrayal of life’s great undertakings – life-long 
love – arises. But how do you go on with life 
without your better half? How will the kids 
react and can a separation be the only way for 
love to survive?

Original title Kärlek och skilsmässa
Genre Documentary 
Duration 79 minutes
Year of Production 2021
Director & Script Maud Nycander
Editor Mattias Johansson
Produced by Maud Nycander AB & SVT
Available Worldwide broadcast and on demand

HD
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 DOCUMENTARY

THE BEE EFFECT

Original title De ryska torpederna
Genre Documentary, Current affairs
Duration 59 minutes
Year of Production 2021
Reporters Ali Fegan & Maria Georgieva
Editor Kalle Thorslund
Produced by Mission Investigate/SVT
Available Worldwide broadcast and on demand

the Kremlin. On the ground, in Chechnya, 
we trace and confront one of the master-
minds behind the honey-trap. The reciever 
of text messages from Tumso’s then 
girlfriend, Elmira, who opened the door for 
the attacker. 

This assassination attempt is one of many, 
targeting oppositional voices, bloggers and 
critics of the Kadyrov regime in Europe. In 
the wake of other assassination attempts, 
there have been 12 murders or attempt-
ed murders in 12 years, and this pattern 
reveals an escalation.  

The Russian Hitmen was nominated for a 
Rockie Award at BANFF earlier this year 
and is nominated at Prix Europa in the 
Current Affairs category.

A man is attacked with a hammer while 
sleeping. What first appears as a fight in 
an apartment in a Swedish small town is 
actually a part of something bigger. What 
are Russian hitmen doing on Swedish 
soil?  

Russian hitmen were sent to Sweden to 
assassinate Tumso Abdurakhmanov, a 
well-known critic of president Vladimir 
Putin’s ally, Chechnya’s strongman, Ramzan 
Kadyrov. We trace how a honey-trap was 
planned months before the hit and 
confront the criminal minds behind the 
murder in the Chechen capital of Grozny. 

A secret intelligence report, exclusively 
reviewed by The Swedish Defence 
Research Agency (FOI) for Mission 
Investigate, points out a spetsnaz unit 
based in Chechnya, found within the 
special units of the National Guard of 
Russia. Uncovering ties all the way up to 

 THE RUSSIAN HITMEN

HD
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DOCUMENTARY

Available Worldwide broadcast and on demandOriginal title Året med Kungafamiljen 2021
Genre Documentary, Royals
Duration 59 minutes
Year of production 2021
Director Sara Bull
Producer Marie Nyreröd
Produced by SVT
Available Worldwide broadcast and on demand

Despite the pandemic putting an halt to 
international travel, 2021 became an event-
ful year for the Swedish Royal family. King 
Carl XVI Gustaf and Queen Silvia attending 
digital meetings and paid visits across the 
country to show the health care staff their 
appreciation for their hard work. 

In March the eight grandchild to the King and 
Queen was born, Prince Julian, Prince Carl 
Philip and Princess Sofia’s third son. When 
Prince Julian was baptized in August the 
whole royal family was gathered for a bright 
and joyful celebration at the Drottningholm 
Palace Church. 

In this year’s edition of A Year with the 
Swedish Royal Family we join Crown 
Princess Victoria on a military exercise. 
And as the palace surroundings is draped in 
snow the Crown Princess takes her family on 
a ski outing complete with blueberry soup 
in the thermos. Prince Daniel is passionate 
about wellness and very engaged in the 

HD

 A YEAR WITH THE SWEDISH ROYAL FAMILY 2021

health of children and youth. In order to show 
children the importance of movement he 
participated in Sweden’s most popular 
children’s tv, Summer break, where he cycled 
on one wheel. 

During 2021 the King and Crown Princess 
also chaired a meeting with Sweden’s first 
female prime minister, Magdalena Andersson, 
in a change of government council: 
“Mr Speaker, and – for the first time – 
Madam Prime Minister…”
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 DOCUMENTARY 

THE BEE EFFECT

Original title Kungliga slottet
Genre Documentary, Royals
Duration 2x59 minutes
Year of Production 2022
Director & Producer Sara Bull
Produced by Sara Bull & Co for SVT
Available Worldwide broadcast and demand

The Royal Palace in Stockholm holds over a 
thousand rooms and several hundred years 
of royal history. We walk through shimme-
ring halls and somber basement vaults as 
well as climb the scaffolding to know more 
about the exterior renovation. 

The King and his sister, Princess Christina, 
share their childhood memories from the 
palace. “It wasn’t a nice living environment 
really, more like a hotel”, the King recalls as he 
describes the rooms where he and his sisters 
grew up in the southern wing of the palace. 
Crown Princess Victoria shows us invaluable 
objects in her favorite rooms; “It’s a fantastic 
cultural heritage and it’s impressive that these 
environments remain, given how old they are. 
It’s a remarkable and accessible treasure that 
belongs to all of us”, she says. 

The viewers also get to go behind the scenes 
before a state visit, listen to royal ghost stories 
as well as historians, experts and craftsmen 
giving us a unique portrait of a national trea-
sure – our Royal Palace.

HD

 THE ROYAL PALACE
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 LIFESTYLE

THE BEE EFFECT

Original title Hemma hos inredningsarkitekten
Genre Factual entertainment, Lifestyle, Interior design
Duration 6x30 minutes
Year of Production 2022
Producer Ann Victorin
Research Sofia Wikström
Produced by SVT
With Beata Heuman, Jonas Bohlin, Carouschka Streijffert, Shideh Shaygan, Lucas Morten and Martin Brudnizki 
Available Worldwide broadcast and on demand

HD

 THE INTERIOR DESIGNER’S PLACE

We visit the homes of six of Sweden’s most 
prominent interior designers, all with their 
own personal style. They inspire us with 
their visions on how to create a practical and 
joyful place at home.

We experience interior design in a mountain 
setting, in the English countryside and a 
London town house, and by the sea in the 
outer Swedish archipelago. From the floral 
and sparkling to a peaceful natural palette, or 
plain white. The interior designers share their 
best tips and tricks when it comes to colors, 
materials and furniture - for everyone who 
wants to create a home that is a sustainable, 
personal place to live and enjoy. 

In the first episode we visit Beata Heuman in 
her three story townhouse with garden by the 
Thames. Beata grew up in southern Sweden 
and mix Swedish and British in her house, 
playing with patterns and colors, with the 
motto: ”Every room should sing”.
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 LIFESTYLE

THE BEE EFFECT

Original title Hemma hos arkitekten
Genre Architecture, Lifestyle
Duration 6x30 minutes
Year of Production 2020
Producer Ann Victorin
Research Sofia Wikström
Produced by SVT
With Anna Chavepayre, Jonas Lindvall, Josefina Nordmark, Hans Murman, Johnny Andersson, Maria Axelsson
Available Worldwide broadcast and on demand

Guided by the charming architectural 
expert Mark Isitt we visit the homes of 
six prominent Swedish architects. We’re 
invited to their own inspiring and unique 
homes and hear their thoughts on what 
they feel makes a proper home. 

We meet architects in their own home, 
where they’ve made their own very 
thoughtful decisions regarding angles and 
light, down to the smallest of screws. Pre-
pared to get inspired by the beauty of the 
rooms, steadfast advice and some useful 
architect’s secrets. How do they create 
clever storage that blends with the purpose 
and design of the house? How do they let 
the change of the seasons play a part when 
creating a house? and what are their ideas 
when it comes to creating a sustainable 
home for the future? 

HD

 THE ARCHITECT’S PLACE

In each program we move through the 
chapters: The Home of the Architect, 
The Office of the Architect, The Inspiration 
of the Architect, The Advice of the 
Architect and The Homes of Others 
Created by the Architect. 
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 FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT  

THE BEE EFFECT

Original title Jaktliv
Genre Factual entertainment, Nature & Wildlife, Hunting
Duration 8x30 minutes Season 1, 8x30 minutes Season 2
Year of Production 2020, 2021
Producers Ola Gerhardsson & Robban Moström 
Produced by SVT
Available Worldwide broadcast and on demand

HD

 HUNTING LIFE

Hunting used to be a means to survive, 
today it’s a way to explore nature and to 
make use of nature’s excesses. It’s also an 
integrated part of nature conservation.

The hunters Evelina and Peter takes us 
hunting. We get to feel their passion 
through exploration of nature and campfire 
stories, and the delicacies in the frying pan. 
They also teach us about responsibility 
and respect for the game. In the series we 
meet different hunters and travel to hunting 
grounds from the north to the south of 
Sweden.

In Hunting life we capture the essence of 
hunting - it’s about the magnificent nature, 
talented dogs, expectant hunters, the re-
spect of the game - and the sudden hit.

In season one we hunt boar, grouse, moose, 
ungulates, forest birds, fallow dear, goose 
and bear. In season two we hunt boar, 
moose, hare, marten, top bird, deer, sea bird 
and we also experience decoy hunting. 
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 FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT 

THE BEE EFFECT

Original title Fiskeliv
Genre Factual entertainment, Nature & Wildlife, Fishing
Duration 8x30 minutes Season 1, 8x30 minutes Season 2
Year of Production 2020, 2021
Producers Ola Gerhardsson & Robban Moström 
Produced by SVT
Available Worldwide broadcast and on demand

HD

 FISHING LIFE

We join our hosts Emilie and Martin on 
different fishing adventures across Sweden. 

We try fly fishing for char in the mountains, 
fish sea trout from a kayak on the west coast 
and head north for ice fishing perch and 
char. In every episode the hosts meet other 
passionate fishermen, with whom they share 
experiences and fishing tips. 

Fishing life not only offer exciting fishing and 
extraordinary nature experiences, the series 
hope to inspire others to go fishing and spend 
time outdoors in a joyful and sustainable way.

In season one we fish rock gilts, trout, 
mackerel, char, grayling, perch, rainbow, pike, 
cod and plaice from the north to the south. 
In season two we fish sea trout, pike-perch, 
perch, pike, salmon, trout and grayling.
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 YOUNG ADULT DRAMA 

THE BEE EFFECT

Original title En mot en
Genre Young adult drama, Drama
Duration 8x20 minutes
Year of Production 2022
Script Pelle Rådström & Joakim Granberg
Director Ahmed Abdullahi
Producer Johan Lundström
Produced by StellaNova Film for SVT
Available Worldwide broadcast and demand

Ousman and his brother Malik are almost 
symbiotic, both in their everyday life and on 
the football-field. They have together with 
their family fled from Gambia, but as they 
are denied residence permits they are forced 
to hide in a cellar in Stockholm to avoid 
extradition. 

One day, when the brothers get the attention 
from talent scouts and are asked to try-out for 
one of the major football clubs in Stockholm, 
it’s the opportunity of a lifetime! What was 
earlier just dreams are now within reach: a 
professional football-contract, a right of stay 
in Sweden. 
 
But the brothers soon realize that they are 
competing for the same spot on the team. 
What used to be Ousman and Malik against 
the world, is now turned into brother against 
brother, a one-on-one. 

With Solomon Njie, Alieu Jeng and Sarah 
Gustafsson (Eagles). Nominated for both Best 
Web Fiction at Prix Italia 2022 as well as Best 
Fiction Series at Prix Europa 2022. 

HD

 ONE-ON-ONE
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 YOUNG ADULT DRAMA

THE BEE EFFECT

Original title Bror
Genre Young adult drama, Drama
Duration 10x20 minutes
Year of Production 2022 (a second season is green-lit)
Director & Script Hanna Lagerberg
Producer Sanne Övermark
Produced by SVT
Available Worldwide broadcast and on demand

Noah’s half-brother, and the town’s local 
dealer, suspects the guys are hiding 
something. Soon enough Noah ends up in 
more dangerous situations. Zacke is faced 
with a choice, either he must handle the 
consequences of his lies – or lose a friend 
forever.

With Mio Linnér Edman, Kian Razmi, Anton 
Annerfeldt & Enzo Tonning.

On the way home from a party Zacke 
and his three best friends break into a 
deserted house and find a large sum of 
hidden money. Cash they decide to take 
with them. Will the money make or break 
them?

Zacke, Amir, Basse and Noah all live in a 
sleepy small town where nothing much 
ever happens. Zacke is the handsome lead-
er of the pack, but he has got a secret, his 
grades are so bad he’s at risk of failing the 
year. He confides in his supplement teach-
er Emma, in their talks he lowers his guard. 
As he opens up about himself his emotions 
for her deepen. Amir is the business kid, 
Basse lacks impulse control and Noah is 
the one they laugh at, and with. 

Zacke gets caught up in lies and 
eventually, in a desperate situation, steals 
money from their stash. At the same time 

HD

 BROTHER
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 YOUNG ADULT DRAMA

THE BEE EFFECT

Original title Eagles 
Genre Young adult drama, Drama 
Duration 8x20 minutes (2018),  10x20 minutes (2020), 10x25 minutes (2021), 10x25 minutes (2022) 
Script Anton Nyberg with Stefan H Lindén, Michaela Hamilton, Fanny Ekstrand, & Carl-Petter Montell 
Directors Amanda Adolfsson & Carl-Petter Montell 
Producer Måns Strömberg & Alexandra Thönnersten  
Produced by Newstories for SVT
Available Worldwide broadcast and on demand

the senior hockey team, and things doesn’t 
get easier when Ludvig and Felicia fall in 
love. A forbidden love – according to the 
locker room rules. 

Season 2 - Elias is charmed by Klara, while 
Ludvig and Amie gets closer to each other 
in the music studio. Felicia gets reaquaint-
ed with Eagles new assistant coach, Jack 
Barret. Ludvig ends up in hospital after 
a game, and Amie prepares for her first 
meeting with a record label. Klara’s family is 
falling apart as her dad’s company is on the 
verge of bankruptcy. Power relations, lovers 
and friendships are changing and evolving 
in the small town.

When the siblings Felicia and Elias Kroon 
return to their hometown from the US, 
with their former NHL pro dad Mats, 
the current hierarchies among the local 
teenagers are challenged. We follow the 
lives of five young people, linked together 
by the city and the game of hockey, as 
new love, friendship and dreams blossom 
– alongside an inevitable rivalry. 

Season 1 - Felicia and Elias need to find 
their place in school within the current 
hierarchy. Felicia finds support in her new 
friendship with Amie, who is also figuring 
out her identity. Elias is fighting the rivalry 
with the town’s most promising hockey 
talent, Ludvig. There is only one opening on 

HD

 EAGLES

Season 3 - Klara mourns her father’s death 
and tries to live up to his memory. Amie 
has achieved her dream but realizes that 
life as a pop star is both lonely and 
challenging. Elias is struggling to prove 
himself as a hockey player while also trying 
to find out who he is off the ice. For Ludvig 
and Felicia, it’s finally time for a normal 
relationship, but they can’t completely 
agree on how their future should look like 
together. 

Season 4 – The last term before 
graduation. Felicia is in rehab after her 
suicide attempt and want to focus on her 
own wellbeing but the person she needs 
the most to move on is not there. Ludvig 
is weighed down by the shooting between 
Jack and his brother, and a big family 
secret is about to be exposed. Amie is 
struggling with the balance between her 
music career and being herself, but her 
label has other ideas. Elias’s focus is on 
achieving his hockey goals no matter what.
Klara feels like she is carrying the whole 
of Oskarshamn on her shoulders, as the 
Geced company is folding against her will, 
making many people redundant. Can she 
stop this? 
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 CHILDREN 

THE BEE EFFECT

Original title Kom och köp!
Genre Children, Learning & Educational
Duration 24x5 minutes
Year of Production 2020, 2021
Director & Script Petter Bristav
Producer Karin Helander & Frida Boëthius
Produced by Delta studios for SVT
Available Worldwide broadcast and demand

Welcome to the store where anything can 
happen! The workplace of store owner 
David and his 5-year-old colleagues. 
Their most important mission is that all 
customers leave the shop happy. 

If they’re not happy they might press the red 
button! But if they’re happy with the custo-
mer service they’ll press the green button 
and then there’ll be dancing and cheering on 
the shop floor. 
 
In one episode there’s a rumor that a vampire 
is in town and Wilton and Ruth builds a 
vampire trap. Just as the shop staff are 
gathering to ambush, a suspect customer 
enters the shop and she’s got both blood 
oranges and blood pudding in her basket! 
Is it the actual vampire? 
 
In the series How can we help you? we 
explore the children’s eagerness to play 
shop, in order to create drama, suspense and 
humor. 

HD

 HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?
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 CHILDREN

THE BEE EFFECT

Original title Trex
Genre Children, Drama
Duration 10x5 minutes (2019), 16x5 minutes (2020), 6x10 minutes (2021)
Seasons 3
Director Magnus Samuelsson
Script Fredde Granberg and Thomas Claesson
Producer Anna Alandh 
Produced by SVT
Available Worldwide broadcast and on demand

saw that kids have an immense, never 
fading and strong interest in dinosaurs. 
And many kids long to see more shows on 
big scary dinosaurs. At the same time kids 
over all has a great interest in animals and 
many kids dream of having their own pet. 

This was the starting point for creating the 
thrilling short fiction series about Simon 
and his pet Trex. 

Simon is six years old and has a pet 
that is a bit different from others – a 
Tyrannosaurus Rex, called Trex. It lives 
in Simon’s garage and on the surface 
everything seem fine, but having a pet 
can be a bit tricky, especially a cubbish 
T Rex. 

Simon fights hard with feeding, walking 
and bathing his pet – and keeping the 
dinosaur from pooping on people or 
even worse - eating them. Simon and 
Trex are faced with a new challenge in 
each episode and it’s always trickier than 
Simon initially thought, since none of the 
adults around Simon share his love for a 
cubbish dino. 

Who doesn’t want their own Tyranno-
saurus Rex as a pet? Through numerous 
target research groups SVT:s producers 

HD

 TREX
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 CHILDREN

THE BEE EFFECT

Original title Stopp!
Genre Children, Drama
Duration 10x7 min (2019), 9x10 min (2021)
Seasons available 2 (stand-alone)
Directors Oskar Gullstrand and Robin Jonsson
Script Oskar Gullstrand, Robin Jonsson and Sigrid Hemer Nordenhake
Producer Frida Klarker
Produced by Naive Fiction for SVT
Available Worldwide broadcast and on demand

Maja is living a normal everyday life as
a 5-year-old kid, with her mother, father
and older sister. As most kids her age,
Maja has a strong will and ideas. She is
very curious and would like to do things
herself, in her own way. But for Maja and 
most kids this age, the world doesn’t 
adapt to her schedule or what she wants. 

The grown-ups are the ones deciding 
when and how to eat, sleep, play, go to 
preschool, what to wear, what not to 
wear, when to celebrate your birthday, 
when its Christmas eve, when to go to 
the bathroom, when to visit grandmother, 
when to have a babysitter, what to buy in 
the supermarket, if you’re allowed to have 
a pet… 

And when the adults are not close
by, the bigger sister is in charge to make
sure that Maja doesn’t get any candy or
snacks. Well, lucky for Maja that she has 
the ability to scream “STOP!” 

HD

 STOP!

Then she can move around objects and 
people changing things her way. When 
she is done and happy, she kick starts time 
again by shouting: “Ready, steady, go!”

With Juni Viitanen, Sanna Sundqvist, 
Joakim Sikberg, Luzia Catomeris Medina 
among others.
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 CHILDREN

THE BEE EFFECT

Original title Murklor och purklor
Genre Children, Animation
Duration 20x2 minutes
Year of Production 2014
Seasons available 1 
Director & Producer Jonathan Sjöberg
Animation Oskar Gullstrand
Produced by Naive Fiction for SVT
Available Worldwide broadcast and on demand

A humorous series of short animations,
about creatures living on a tropical island.

Murkles are small colorful beings living 
in the woods of the exciting Murkling 
Island. The happy and joyful Murkles come 
in different shapes and in every color of 
the rainbow. They are curious and love to 
explore their island, but they are also very 
easy to scare.

The Murkles would live happily ever after
if it wasn’t for the Purkles who also inhabit 
the Island. The Purkles are grey and spiky 
and they love to frighten the Murkles. They 
come out whenever they can bully the 
Murkles or steal their things. The quarrel 
between the Murkles and Purkles is like a 
playful fight between good and evil, 
suitable even for the youngest viewers. 

The Murkles and Purkles speak a gibberish 
language, so the series does not need any 
dubbing.

HD
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FORMAT

Original title På spåret
Genre Studio entertainment, Game show, Quiz
Duration 13 x 60 minutes
Year of Production 1987 - 2021
Produced by SVT
Format distributor Magnify Media

Sweden’s biggest game show since it 
premiered back in 1987.

On the Right Track is an exciting, entertai-
ning and educational quiz show that keeps 
the Swedish viewers glued to their TV’s 
every Friday night. Exciting travels, plenty 
of surprises and clever humour. 
The programme brings you the whole world 
with video train travel footage, local music 
and amusing anecdotes.  

The competitors are celebrities from 
various fields, with two things in common,  
audience likeability and plenty of all-round 
knowledge. On The Right Track gives them 
the opportunity to reveal knowledge and 
talents often far removed from their image. 

In every episode two teams take on three 
separate train journeys, where the hosts 
reveal step-by step punning leads about 
the final destination. It is the contestants, 
and the viewers, task to find out where we 

HD

 ON THE RIGHT TRACK

are heading. There is also a house band 
that participates in the quiz by playing a 
mash-up of hits related to the destinations 
and the questions dealing with the places 
we go to. In the final episode the two most 
successful teams meet. 

Ratings reach 30% and the average share 
is more than 60%.
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FORMAT

Original title Invandrare för svenskar (IFS)
Genre Studio entertainment, Game show, Quiz
Duration 8x30 minutes
Year of Production 2022
Produced by SVT
Format distributor SVT

Immigrants for Swedes (IFS) is a quiz show 
about all cultures in Sweden. The title is a 
wordplay on the national language-training 
programme acronym Swedish for Immigrants 
(SFI).

Three ethnic Swedes are put on the spot in a 
true or false-guessing game based on state-
ments made by a panel consisting of several 
known and funny Swedes with diverse cultural 
backgrounds. In the end one winner will be 
awarded an IFS diploma, for their meritorious 
services during their IFS-training. 

The program has a good balance of nonsense, 
general knowledge and competition, as we 
learn new things and get exposed to surprising 
facts and knowledge about Sweden today. 
It’s a crash course for all Swedes who need to 
broaden the scope of their cultural knowledge 
and find answers to questions such as, what’s 
the most common use for a watering jug in 
Middle Eastern households, apart from 
watering plants? The show is hosted by 
comedian and actor Ahmed Berhan.

HD
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FORMAT

Original title Åsiktsbubblan
Genre Factual entertainment, Public opinion, Politics
Duration 5x28 minutes
Year of Production 2022
Produced by SVT
Format distributor SVT

In The Filter Bubble the national election 
voters’ five most important topics are 
discussed by the people who will be voting. 
No politicians, opinion leaders or power 
holders, just ordinary people. 

The individuals participating all share a great 
interest in the questions which are about to 
be discussed, and they are convinced that 
their opinion is the right one. 

What they don’t know is that a partition will 
soon get jacked up and they will face their 
dissenters on the other side...

The format won third place at EBU Creative 
Forum 2022. 
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BONUS FAMILYSNOW ANGELS

A ROYAL SECRET

THE HUNT FOR A KILLER

THE BIG FIXTHE LOST

On a hot summer’s day, Erwin crosses the border to 
Sweden with eight Syrian refugees smuggled in his 
tanker truck. When he is stopped for a check, they 
instruct Erwin to proper shut the half-open tank 
lid. Erwin drives away from the police checkpoint 
when an upsetting phone call makes him forget 
everything else. Inside the closed tank, the 
refugees are finding it increasingly hard to breathe.
Original title Försvunna människor
Duration 6x60’ 
Year of Production 2022
Distributor REinvent Studios 

The fascinating story about Sweden’s most spect-
acular gaming-scandal, told through the eyes of a 
young, brilliant better ending up in the unbelievable 
center of it all. One day, something doesn’t sit right 
with Bosse. He realizes games have been fixed and 
soon becomes part of a big scam, that stretches 
over several areas of sports and with connections 
to criminal and international cartels.  
Original title Spelskandalen
Duration 6x45’
Year of Production 2022
Distributor REinvent Studios

The real-life inspired drama follows the forbidden 
love affair between King Gustav V and entrepreneur 
Kurt Haijby, which shook Sweden’s royal family for 
decades and led to one of the most serious legal 
scandals in Swedish history. Sverrir Gudnason is 
nominated for an International Emmy 2022 for his 
role as Kurt Haijby.
Original title En kunglig affär – berättelsen om 
Kurt Haijby
Duration 4x45’
Year of Production 2021
Distributor REinvent Studios

In Bonus Family we meet Lisa and Patrik, who have 
recently fallen in love and moved in together, each 
with their respective kids, to form a bonus family. 
Half of all marriages in Sweden end in divorce and 
the term nuclear family is increasingly losing its 
meaning. Bonus Family is a humorous drama that 
examines the crucial question: What is a family?
Original title Bonusfamiljen 
Duration 4 x 10x45’ 
Year of Production 2016, 2017, 2019 & 2021
Distributor FLX

          

BLACKWATER

THIN BLUE LINE

Thin Blue Line has been hailed as one of the best 
series in modern time on SVT and tells the story of 
the highs and lows of six police officers working in 
today’s multicultural Malmö, both on and off duty. 
A multi-layered, warm and thrilling series with high 
authenticity and much loved characters. The series 
received a special commendation at Prix Europa 
2021.
Original title Tunna blå linjen
Duration 10x60’, 8x60´
Year of production 2021 & 2022
Distributor ITV Studios

 DRAMA: SVT SERIES DISTRIBUTED BY OTHERS 

THE FIGHTER

Lea Ferrera has one dream in her life: to win the 
World Champion-belt in light-weight boxing. After 
a spectacular knockout win, Lea takes a big step 
closer to her dream. The boxing world’s most feared 
fighter – Paulina Kassovitz – offers Lea a fight for 
the title. However, the road towards the belt turns 
out to be long and hard when Lea has to preserve 
the very worst of secrets that threaten her life.
Original title Lea
Duration 6x45’ 
Year of Production 2022
Distributor Dynamics Television

In the early 70´s Blackwater is a languishing 
northern village like many others. Suddenly the 
dormancy is broken, by a double murder far out in 
no man’s land. 18 years pass before someone starts 
discovering the truth behind what happened. Once 
again, danger returns to the mire. What happened 
has become a dark force affecting the lives of many. 
Based on Kerstin Ekman’s award-winning novel. 
Original title Händelser vid vatten
Duration 6x60´
Year of Production 2022
Distributor ITV Studios

When 5-weeks-old Lukas disappears, ambitious 
and hardcore policewoman Alice, fragile mother 
Jenni and child nurse Maria are all somehow 
involved in the case of the missing. A thrilling and 
emotional crime drama about family, secrets and 
motherhood. Official selection in the Berlinale 
Series section 2021 and winner of Drama Series 
Pitch at C21, 2018.
Original title Snöänglar
Duration 6x60’ 
Year of Production 2021
Distributor REinvent Studios

A man within the Police Force turned against the 
authorities, revolted against corruption and never 
gave up. We follow the unwavering journey of two 
police officers who cracked the seemingly impos-
sible case that had remained unsolved for 15 years, 
the sadistic murder of 10-year-old Helen Nilsson 
that traumatized a nation. A tense drama thriller 
inspired by true events. 
Original title Jakten på en mördare
Duration 6x45’
Year of Production 2020
Distributor Banijay Rights


